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Description: The king of fighters-A 2012 ---------------------------------------------- *[Important] Warning for Android 5.0This app does not run properly on Android 5.0 We apologize for the inconvenience that can cause you and thank you for understanding.----------------------------------------------34 playable characters! ... see also 2 --------------------------------------------
-- ----------------------------------------------. ... see also tips to know if you are playing Android CATS: Crash Arena Turbo Stars CATS, also known as Crash Arena Turbo Stars is the latest game zeptolab, the father of the hugely popular game ... more Play PUBG Mobile low-midrange smartphones The Korean version of the excellent PUBG The beta version of
PUBG Mobile Lite The Android version of the famous battle royale A fun summer adventure Free Fire - Battlegrounds The Fast, easy battle royale The official BETA version of PUBG The popular battle royale -- now android 1.0.5 Android SNK Corporation The KING OF FIGHTERS-A 2012(F)- meets the game's popular 90-currency -- 2D graphics fighting
game to play in the 20th century. The King of Fighters-A 2012(F)- Yes: A new team - collections of previous games, I get four more: The Art of War; Psychological soldiers; Kim, this isn't my- Ikirs; New 12 characters – 32 combat units; Game mode — there are 6 new modes and a few hundred hours of gameplay: One each; Combat team — 3 days 3 fighters;
Infinite — against all; Challenge - fulfilling tasks; Attack time — 10 laps of time; Train - learn to take control of your character and develop your own fighting style; Management - Tech Virtual Pieces - allows full control over the actions of characters and games. The lightweight sliding touch screen even new players will be able to implement the most complex
technologies. Chat with all contacts - fast and easy The official Facebook Messenger App All the best free apps you want for Android UC Browser Mini for Android The fastest browsing experience The excellent social network is always on your Android device Download wallpapers, ringtones, and apps the King of Fighters 98 UM OL An epic adventure set in
the KOF universe the King of Fighters characters feel , The SuperheroEs Rhythms Vs... Superheroes fight ... Street Fighting2: K.O... Metal Soldiers Street Fighting: City ... Terra warrior ... Boxing champion ... The king... Fatal fight ... Metal soldiers ... Smash Champs guide ... Shadow fight ... Fighting games ... Popular 2D VS fighting game The King Of
Warriors-A 2012 As a free app to celebrate KOF 20th Anniversary!■NEW CHARACTERS, NEW TEAMSIn addition to the characters from his previous installment, the 4 new ART OF FIGHTING, PSYCHO SOLDIER, KIM, and IKARI teams (12 new characters), join the cast of KOF-A! Now you can create your favorite team from this awesome roster of 32
fighters!■A player mode rich content6 game mode is available for thousands of hours of enjoyment even when playing alone: SINGLE BATTLE in 1-on-1 fights, TEAM BATTLE is the classic KOF 3-on-3 game, ENDLESS mode to defeat as many opponents as possible per character, CHALLENGE mode with clear tests by fulfilling requirements, the newly
introduced TIME ATTACK mode to compete in the best clear time of winning 10 matches and training mode to get used to virtual Pad-based controls and practice combos.■SIMPLE COMMANDSThe Virtual Pad recreates perfectly by reproducing KOF smooth controls. Even novice gamers fighting games will be able to release a variety of special moves,
Super Special Moves, NEOMAX Super Special Moves, and other complex moves with one touch. With simple commands, you can easily perform many of the game's fashionable combos! * Please read the TUTORIAL mode explanation of these commands.■Adding tons of new trading cards, illustrations, and other extra contentA lot of new trading cards (that
can be acquired by using earned points earned during the game) as well as new illustrations (which can be viewed at any time to fulfill certain conditions) have been added to this latest release! Furthermore, KOF-A 2012(F) includes rough sketches and illustrations, that can only be seen here, which fans can not afford to miss!©SNK PLAYMORE
CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.&lt;br&gt; PEGI 12Popular 2D VS fighting game The King of Warriors-A 2012 returns as a free app to celebrate KOF 20th Anniversary!■NEW CHARACTERS, NEW TEAMS, in addition to the characters in his previous installment , with 4 new ART of Fighting, PSYCHO SOLDIER, KIM, and IKARI teams (12 new
characters), join the cast of KOF-A! Now you can create your favorite team from this awesome roster of 32 fighters!■A player mode rich content6 game mode is available for thousands of hours of enjoyment even when playing alone: SINGLE BATTLE in 1-on-1 fights, TEAM BATTLE is the classic KOF 3-on-3 game, ENDLESS mode to defeat as many
opponents as possible per character, CHALLENGE mode with clear tests by fulfilling requirements, the newly introduced TIME ATTACK mode to compete in the best clear time of winning 10 matches and training mode to get used to virtual Pad-based controls and practice combos.■SIMPLE COMMANDSThe Virtual Pad recreates perfectly by reproducing
KOF smooth controls. Even novice gamers fighting games will be able to release a variety of special moves, Super Special Moves, NEOMAX Super Special Moves, and other complex moves with one touch. A Simple commands, you can easily perform many of the game's fashionable combos! * Please read the TUTORIAL mode explanation of these
commands.■Adding tons of new trading cards, illustrations, and other extra contentA lot of new trading cards (that can be acquired by using earned points earned during the game) as well as new illustrations (which can be viewed at any time to fulfill certain conditions) have been added to this latest release! Furthermore, KOF-A 2012(F) includes rough
sketches and illustrations that can only be seen here, which fans can't afford to miss!©SNK PLAYMORE CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. A number of errors have been fixed. Fixed.
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